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How To Build A Simple

160 Meter Antenna (With A Bonus)
N4PC comes up with another unique use for arboreal elevation,
this time for top band.

BY PAUL CARR', N4PC
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Antenna Placement
I am extremely fortunate inasmuch as I am
blessed with tall southern pines around my

the same manner you put the coex-coorecto
sleeve up the coax before you attach the con
nector, These four insulators will be used as
corner supports (A) as shown In fig 2(Al. Next
connect the lOop mechanically via two insula
tors (8), one becoming the feed point, and the
other at the opposite side which can be closed
or shorted for 80175 meter operation.

When attaching the wire to the insulator
opposite the feed line, be sure to leave enough
wire so you can attacn two alligator c lips ,
These will be used to close the loop 00 8O{75
meters. Measure 21.5 feet from the teeo- point
insulator and the insulator opposite the feed
point and secure the corner Insulators. I used
nylon cable ties. but you may have a better
idea. Place two alligator clips at the non-feed
point ends 01 the wires . To keep these clips
tram normally touching. I clip them back 10 the
wire that they terminate. Double check au work
and ensure that the feed line is property sol
dered. The antenna is ready to go into the air.
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seemed to be a good antenna for DX on 8O{75
meters (see fig. 2l.

1could not resist seeing what was predict
ed for the antenna on 40 and 30 meters. The
best patterns resulted when tne vertical wire
opposite the teed point was open. The result
ing pattern on 40 meters was perpendicular to
the plane of the loop. and the elevation angle
was 18 degrees. The predicted pattern on 30
meters was a a-feat cloverleaf with a 15 degree
angle of elevation. In both cases. the imped
ances lend themselves to a balanced feed line,

I had no need for an antenna for the higher
bands, but this antenna would probably give
a good account at Itself on 20 through 10
meters. The pattern will tend to move toward
the allis at the wire,

Fig. IA- The azImuth pial for the 160 meter half-loop antenna

Construction
The antenna is very simple to build You need
266 feet of antenna wire, six insulators, and a
balanced feed line. Measure 133 teet along
the wire and cut the wire , Using the firs t piece
01wire as a gauge, cut anomer wire the same
length. Place two insulators on each Wire, For
the moment Just let them dangle on the wire in

Background
A few years ago I came across an interesting
antenna in Doug DeMaw's antenna bOOk
(WIFB 'sAntennaNolebook, p. 74). tbe enten
na was a vertical loop mat consisted of a one
half wavelength of wire mat was placed in a
rec tangular configuration. The antenna was
placed in the vertical p lane and fed at a lower
corner. The upper corner opposite the feed
point was open to provide an acceptable feed
point impedance. The horizontal wires were
about 95 feet and the vertical wires were about
40 feet 10 inches. This configuration had the
physical d imensions I was looking for , so the
next step was to model the antenna

I modeled the antenna using EZNEC by Roy
Lewallen, W7El. When I ana lyzed the anten
na with the top wire at 60 feet , the pattern was
vertically polarized with a predicted take-off
angle of 26 degrees. This is a very desirable
characteristic for a DX antenna, but I wanted
more of an overhead component for the local
contacts I changed the dimensions and con
tinued my analysis,

Next I modeled the antenna with the teed
point moved to the center of one of the verti 
cal wires, and opened the wire opposite the
feed point. This configuration produced the
pattern I was looking for (see fig. 1). There was
significant energy in the overhead component
for reliable local contacts, and the predicted
take-off angle was 33 degrees, In both cases
the horizontal pattern was omnidirectional
This was what I was looking for on 160 meters.
but what was in store for other bands?

The total wire length was one-half wave
length on 160 meters. which translates to one
wavelength on 8O{75 meters. To keep the im
pedances at a reasonable va lue. the wire
opposite me feed coot needed to be closed.
When this was modeled . EZNEC predicted a
pattern perpendicular fa the plane of the loop
and a radiation angle of 22 degrees. This

"91 West Point Road, JacksoovilJe, AL 36265

T
he 160 meter band is a land of intrigue.
I have had many telephone calls request
ing that I design an antenna lor 160 me

ter s that can be erected on a city lot and that
will oenorm well. Here is my response.

This antenna is shorter than a G5AV , It will
give a good account of itsel! on loc al contacts,
and it will a lso work some of the closer DX, The
bonus is that it will do a line job on 80 , 40. and
30 meters. Additionally, it is inexpensive, easy
to put into operation, and does not require a
backyard full of radials .
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ners of the loop to properly tension the anten
na. and hold in me proper geometric ccntqu
ration. Route the balanced feed line away from
the vertical wire as far as practical to maintain
the Impedance The antenna IS ready to test

Connect the feed line to the balanced out
put of a nansmatcn. For test purposes. I used
an MFJ-259 SWR analyzer as a signal source
This allowed me to check the antenna fully with
out pumnq a transmi tted signal on the air The
antenna tuned smoothly across the entire band
during this test Next I ran the same test on 40
and 30 meters Again the antenna loaded
smoothly on both bands Three bands were
coroieteo-cooe more to go

I lowered the end opposite me feed pomt
and connected the alligator clips together ,
which makes it a closed feu-wave loop on 80{75
meters The same test procedure was used to
tune the antenna on trus band Again. the test
was favorable

On The Air

Fig 18 - This IS what/he eleva/ion plot looks like.

Outt'f" RIl~ - 8 , 11 tlh
Kdx . r>d in .. 8 ,17 ti ll

house. I chose two trees with nice branches
about 65 teet ott the ground and a horizontal
spacmq ot eooot 100 feet. I used a slingshot
to place a monofilament line across the re-

EIt"VdtHlI'l Plot
l'Uuluth Any le • 99 .8 ~.

specnve branches. and used the line to pull
halyards into proper position

Use these halyards to raise the antenna into
the air Attach two more lines to me lower COl"·

I could not wait to put the antenna on the air, I
had been listening to a group of amateurs on
1855 MHz, and I knew mese gentlemen were
congenial and always ready with a helping
hand I was immediately welcomed and made
to feel that I was a pan ot the group. They were
Interested in the type of antenna I was using,
and they were qUick to give the antenna their
"stamp of approval. '

The Initial tests were conducted while using
a srnalilinear The next urre I JOined the group.
I used only my exciter. Again . there were re
pons of -sono copy' around the southeast I
had only one more lest that I wanted to run
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Fig 2- (A) The basic rectangutar configuration described in the sea. (B) This variation was sug
gested by WlZQ and is applicable for thOse with only one tal/ antenna support.
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LOOP ANTENNA

RF CURRENT METER

Measure the current in your radials, see
which ones work and which ones are
broeen. Check lor current on the coax
shield. Model PCM-1 is not a probe; it
actuallymeasures AF current. Useful from
a milliampere to 5 amperes 1-30 MHz.
Direct reading in three sensitivity ranges,
.1, 1, and 5 amp. lull scale. Now you can
lind out if your antenna system is working
and, if not, why 001.

Model PCM-l Clamp-on Current Meter
. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .••• . . . . . . $125.00

Add S6 S&H U.S. & Canada. Tax in Calif.

Loops pick up less noise than OCher anten
nas. And they null out interference.
Palomar's compact desktop amplifier has
20 dB gain with selective tuning control .
Plug in loops with exclusive tilt feature for
deep nulls cover 1().40 KHz, 40-150 KHz ,
150-550 KHz, 550-1600 KHz, 1.6-5 MHz
and 5-16 MHz.

Model LA-1 Loop Amplif ier $99.95.
Plug-In loops (specify range) $89.95
each.

Add $6 S&H U.S. & Canada. Tax in Calif.

send for FREE full line catalog: Noise
Bridge, SWA Meter, Preamps, VLF Con
verter, Baluns, Keys, Keyers. Toroid cores
& more.

PALOMAR
ENGINEERS

Box 462222 ESCONDIDO. CA 92046
Phone: (619) 747,3343

FAX: (619) 747,3346
E-mail : 75353.2175@compuserve.com

What about OAf>? The next night I made my
appearance running only 5 watts PEP The
results were the same. I was sol id copy across
the southeast.

I made a comparative test of the antenna on
75 meters between the loop and a halt-wave
horizontally polarized antenna placed at a
height of 60 feet. The horizontally polarized
antenna was superior on signals around the
southeast, but on DX signals the loop was bet
ter. Ttus seemed to verify the low radiation
angle predicted by EZNEC.

I ran a few tests on 40 and 30 meters with
this antenna. The results were as I felt they
would be, The hOrizontally polarized antenna
was better on stateside stations, and the loop
had the advantage on OX stations,

Afterthoughts
I think that this antenna has fulfilled my design
requirements. I now have an antenna that will
fit on a city lot and give a good account of
itself on the ' top band,' No, it's not the anten
na to end all antennas, but I think that It Will
make many people happy who have hereto-

fore found 160 meters out 01reach .
Theoret ically, I thmk the antenna could be

considered an inverted -t, ' with a raised mir
ror- image counterpoise, Regardless of what it
is called . I think it is about the best use of a
one-han wavelength of wire for 160meters that
will fit on a c ity lot.

Shortly after I completed the antenna. I
bumped into my frierld Jiffi lindsay, W7Z0,on
17 meters and I described the antenna to him.
Jim suggested that if an individual had ooly
one tall support. the antenna could be placed
in a diamond configuration , I modeled the
antenna again using Jim's sug gestion and that
configuration proved perfectly acceptable
(see fig, 28).

Acknowledgements
My thanks go to the gentlemen who occupy
1,855 MHz in the evening. Their help and en
couragement have certainly done a great deal
to br ing this projec t to a successful conclu
sion . It you are so inclined, join us some
evening and er qoy a good measure of south
ern hospitality. See you on 160 meters!
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